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What Would Mary Ann Do?s favorite good female.s Island, Dawn Wells created an unforgettable and
beloved character that still connects with people fifty years from the present’s debut in 1964. As the “good
female” among the group of castaways on a little island, she was often positioned against the glamorous and
exotic Ginger Grant, played by Tina Louise, prompting many to talk to: Are you a Ginger or a Mary Ann?s
personal collection, this reserve provides inspiring lessons from Television’ Part self-help, component
memoir, and component humor—with a little classic TV nostalgia once and for all measure—Therefore, what
would Mary Ann do? Wells brings along her fellow people from Gilligan’s tradition to addressing issues
confronting single ladies and mothers. consists of twelve chapters on everything from how Mary Ann would
react to adjustments in today’s Island to illustrate certain principles, such as incorporating the miserly
Thurston Howell III (Jim Backus) in a dialogue on cash. Anecdotal sidebars also explain amazing facts and
compelling recollections from the show, in addition to some trivia queries to challenge fans and followers.
Illustrated with photos from Wells’This book not only helps readers answer that question for themselves but
also sends the inspirational and heartwarming message that yes, good girls do finish first.Because the nice,
polite, and thoughtful Mary Ann Summers from Kansas in the hit series Gilligan’
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Dawn's new publication is a great read and well worth any three hour trip! Having grown up among the
many latch major kids from the 1970s, Gilligan's Island and the best, Dawn Wells, hold a very strong,
important place in my own childhood. I purchased Dawn's Cookbook back 1993, and loved it a good deal,
and have liked reading Dawn's latest publication - 'What Would Mary Ann Do?" I fulfilled Dawn a couple
of years ago at a convention present in the Silicon Valley, and she was as charming, smart, level headed and
lovely as any fan would have hoped for. A great conversationalist with a smart, quick wit and perspective.
She mentioned in those days that she was focusing on this reserve, and worried a little bit about the title that
the publishers were considering- 'Why We Love Mary Ann.' Good to observe that the reserve title was
changed to reflect the more advice-centric file format of the publication.Dawn is Dawn, and Mary Ann, her
characterization of the type that Sherwood Schwartz created, is very much indeed a part of who have Dawn
was then, in 1964-1967. Dawn developed the Mary Ann everybody knows and love, not the other method
around. This book really helps to imagine that, and explain why - what it is like being truly a celebrity, and
going through life named 'that woman on Television, Mary Ann. Great insights into the display and the
amazing existence of Dawn Wells.) Dawn handles all of this carefully and honestly in this publication . Use
your "Big Brain" and buy this, essential for young ladies and relateable to adults..Many thanks Dawn! The
good things that happen to someone in a lifestyle, and the not so good. The fate of ageing, and carrying it out
with dignity, hope and optimism.Dawn was and is 'the good daughter' - foremost in this book, I was
impressed in the type of daughter Dawn is. . Obtaining one's pleasure. I'm delighted to have this reserve by
Dawn Wells. The word cradle to grave is usually apropos. Dawn's suggestions is something very appropriate
and valued for any young woman in virtually any generation - advice that's timeless: value oneself, work
hard, perseverance, do your best, put the past behind you, discover your niche, optimism, treat others well
and have (expect) that same good treatment from them. Dawn gives many hints for women of all ages. The
timing of her father's loss of life, the timing of her divorce (yes, she was wedded once long ago), and the
timing of the cancellation of Gilligan's Island are hard to not make note of as one reads this reserve. Darn. I
had noticed pictures of her mom, Evelyn, in Dawn's 1993 book, however, not any of her dad, 'big Joe.
Nevertheless, the book can be quite valuable for a man or young man to read. It offers us guys superb
insights into just what a girl like Dawn might worth in a man - who easier to learn from? Who much better
than our 'Mary Ann? - MLP Even as a guy I must say i liked this book Even as a guy I really liked this book,
as it is more of an old-fashioned etiquette book. The items she admires in males (men who build items, like
her father Joe did), the items she doesn't (guys who don't like/enjoy animals won't fare too well in her
romantic relationship.) I enjoyed reading these sections a good deal - just to observe how I might have got
measured up to dating a female like 'Mary Ann. It is a perfect companion piece to a photograph she
autographed for me. lol!), but unfortunately, not at the particular level I had envisioned!This book is part
memoir, part inside look at Gilligan's Island, and part advice guide. ;)That is a fun reserve to learn, and I
highly recommend it. Dawn does spend a few chapters discussing the ins-n-outs of the weekly production of
Gilligan's Island. I believe I know quite a bit about Gilligan's Island, but Dawn discussed elements of the
show and her fellow cast associates that I was unacquainted with: early morning makeup schedule, Dawn's
review of the 'rushes and dailies', wooden apple boxes, Jim Backus' 'golden period', Natalie's love of
swimming, Bob's idea of a very special Christmas present for the Gilligan crew associates, Alan's fall during
filming, Russell's great love of life, and Tina's helpful assist with newcomer Dawn on make-up, surveillance
camera angles and the gal's 'eyelashes from NY' gift. Brought back many thoughts of when I initial watched
the show. I recommend this reserve to anyone who's a enthusiast of Dawn's, or a enthusiast of Gilligan's
Island and vintage television. I also recommend it to anyone who has a young daughter who's coming of
age. Five Stars QUITE SATISFIED / A1++++ I love mary ann and i not surprised shes a good person as
dawn wells too Go Mary Ann Five Stars great story of an excellent lady ! the picture, the enjoys, the family,
the triumphs, the disappointments and reduction.' Dawn gives assistance not only to young females who



might be dating, but also dating at different levels in a woman's existence - 25, 50, 75, mirroring Dawn's
own dating life experiences.... I'm delighted to possess this book by Dawn Wells Mary Ann or Ginger? I
can't imagine why anyone ever also bothered to request the question! A kid of early divorce, she dropped her
father early in life, and her relationship with her mother was/is strong and remarkable.' I'm happy to record I
think I would have done okay, perhaps even pretty well (I'm not in display business! Ordered it for my dad
because this individual loves her.The book has many wonderful photos, included many from Dawn's
personal collection. Mary Ann was generally the best.' In this new reserve, I was struck by how her father
Joe reminded me of Alan Hale (the Skipper on Gilligan's Island). I believe Dawn's advice, or should I say,
Mary Ann's suggestions, will be very useful and useful as one navigates life, both in and out of any spotlight
lifestyle has in store. I wanna live on Gilligan's Island! Funny and interesting.' There are moments in this
reserve when the reader can see and experience 'the blessing and curse' that comes with fame and fortune
(not necessarily in equal quantities. Enjoyed it quite definitely. Fun read Fun read. Four Stars A good book
regarding old fashioned values that is truthfully needed in the current time. Delightful read Delightful read.
Dawn tells all... Ordered it for my father because this individual loves her. This book can be always on the
end table by his chair.
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